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ESTABLISHED 
1928. The ANCHOR 
Come one, come all, to the 
Pigfeeders-Faculty softball 
game, today at 4 :30 behind 
C.la.rke Science. 
"FREE ACCESS TO IDEAS AND FULL FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION" 
VOL. XX:XlX, No. 14 RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, 1967 
B.LS.D.'s Thomas Bosworth To Cap And Gown Day On May 5; 
!,~or!~~~!~rth~~~:~!,~orl.:_~~~Ar,. Sen. Pell Will Be The Speaker 
the Rhode Island School of Design Rhode Island School of Design. 
will speak at Rhode Island College He has also directed the Architec-
for the Aspects of Contemporary tural Degree Project at the 
Civilization course on Wednesday, college. Bosworth's recent publi-
April 26, at 4:00 p.m. in the RIC oations include "The Sound of 
Coffee House. Professor Bosworth, Architecture," read at the Annual 
who is head of the architecture meeting of the American Acous-
department at RISD, will speak tical Society at New York, in May 
on the topic "Major Obstacles to of 1964. He has also held the Wil-
Urban Renewal," with particular liam Wirt Winchester Travelling 
emphasis on city planning and re- Fellowship awarded by Yale Uni-
newal in the Providence area of versity. 
interest to an architect. The lec-
ture is part of a unit on Conflicts 
in Urban Life, one of five major 
areas considered during the course. 
Other topics considered in the 
series of lectures have been: The 
Impact of Science and Technology, 
Poverty in the Affluent Society, 
and Civil Rights .and the Negro. 
Previous lectures in the Aspects 
of Contemporary Civilization series 
have featured such lecturers as 
Mr. Ben H. Bagdikian, Ronald 
Stenning, and Julius Scott. The 
lecturer planned for the next topic 
in the series, "The Constitution in 
a Time of Change," is Mr. Elmer 
Cornwell. All lectures are open 
to the public. 
Faculty To Finance Hydra 
United States Senator Claiborne 
Pell, D-R.I., will give the annual 
Cap and Gown Day Address at 
Rhode Island College, !May 5. 
The convocation officially opens 
the commencement season at 
Rhode Island College, and is the 
first event at which the seniors 
wear their caps and gowns. More 
than 350 seniors axe expected to 
attend their graduation June 10, 
The convocation, scheduled for 
1:00 p.m., in Roberts Hall Audi-
torium, will be preceeded by the 
traditional academic procession of 
fiaculty and seniors in their aca-
demic regalia. 
Acting President Charles B. 
Willard will confer an honorary 
doctor of laws degree on Senator 
Pell. 
Senator Pell, the first unen-
dorsed candidate to win a state-
wide primary election, was elected 
to the Senate in 1960 and was re-
elected last year. 
Today's lecturer, Professor Bos-
-worth, is a native of Oberlin, 
Ohio, and earned his A.B. and M.A. 
in the History of Art at Oberlin 
College. He has his Bachelor of 
Architecture degree from Yale and 
has also attended the Princeton 
and Harvard graduate schools. In 
addition, Professor Bosworth is a 
registered architect and Associate 
Professor of Architecture at Rhode 
Island School of Design. He has 
also served as Chief of Archite,c-
ture for the Peace Corps Training 
Program for Tunisia at Brown 
University. Among his professional 
accomplishments are the 1965 
space usage analysis for RISD, 
land-use analysis for RISD, and 
the design of additions and modi-
He is a member of the La:bor 
and Public Welfare, Foreign Re-
lations, and Rules Committee of 
the Senate, and is chairman of 
seY:enaLo the.ii::-.suhcommi.tte:e,.._. ___ 1 
Helicon Staff Resigns, Forms Hydra; 
Both Magazines To Publish Before June Senator Pell has been particu-
Anchor on April 21, Prof. Salesses larly interested in the problems 
E.nglish Association 
Conference At R.I.C. 
The annual spring conference 
of the New England College Eng-
lish Association will be held S.atur-
day (April 29) on the oampus of 
Rhode Island College. 
Dr. R. Bruce Mitchell of Oxford 
University, visiting professor of 
English at Brown University will 
address the morning session, in 
Horace Mann Hajl, on "Beowulf, 
and the Grendel of Criticism." 
Afternoon speakers will 'be Dr. 
James Hepburn of Yale University 
and Dr. Kenneth Connelly of the 
Smith College English department. 
Dr. Hepburn's topic will be 
"Grub Street in the 19th Century," 
while Dr. Connelly will speak on 
. "Literature in the Mutiverse." 
The conference will be greeted 
by Dr. Charles B. Willard, acting 
president of Rhode Island College, 
and Dr. James E. White, chairman 
of the RIC Department of English. 
Dr. Samuel Bogorad of the Uni-
versity of Vermont is president of 
the New England association and 
Ernest C. Allison, associate profes-
sor of English at Rhode Island 
College, is head of the conference 
arrangements. 
P. Johnson, 4/17 /67 
The entire nine member Helicon; 
staff announced its resignation 
last week in the wake of its in-
ability to have printed in the 
spring issue of the Helicon a poem 
which according to the organiza-
tion's adviser "transgresses the 
bound!; of common decency." Miss 
Nancy Barry, editor of the Heli-
con, last ;M:onday officialized the 
not unexpected resignation of -her 
staff, and stated that plans were 
in the making of publish an off 
campus literary magazine, to be 
known as the Hydra, in which 
the controversial poem will be in-' 
eluded. 
The across the board resigna-
tion of t'he Helicon staff came 
close on the heels of a statement 
by Acting College President Char-
les B. Willard which voiced unequi-
vocal support for - the decision 
made by Professor John Salesses, 
adviser to the Helicon. President 
Willard's statement which appear-
ed in the April 19 issue of the 
Anchor, said in part, "I believe 
that Mr. Salesses acted within 
his aut'hority and that his judg-
ment was right." 
It is unlikely, however, that 
President Willard's decision had 
any bearing on the resignation of 
!Miss · Barry and her co-workers 
since his unofficial opposition to 
their view was known to them 
long prior to his official stand. 
Faculty Support 
The Hydra, whose staff will be 
practically identical to the former 
Helicon staff, will include in its 
pages the poem which has been 
the center of the present contro-
versy as well as many other works 
which were originally scheduled 
to appear in the Helicon. The 
resignation of Miss Barry and her 
staff was accompanied by their 
withdrawing all of the works 
w'hich they themselves had had 
-accepted for publication. 
The authors of all works sub-
mitted to the Helicon for publica-
tion are known only to the editor 
when the editorial ,board judges 
their merit. 
Since the Hydra is not an offi-
cial campus organization, it will 
not have the 1benefit of college 
funds in offsetting publishing 
cost. However, Miss Barry -last 
week ventured that this factor 
would not be prohibitiv; in terms 
of the Hydra's publishing, since 
several individuals within the col-
lege community have offered the 
Hydra ·financial backing. 
As has been the case since the 
controversy's beginning last Dec-
ember, considera'ble elements with-
in the Rhode Island College faculty 
,continue to support the stand 
taken by the now former Helicon 
staff, and accordingly are among 
those who have shown interest in 
financially backing the Hydra. 
In a letter which Miss Barry 
received from him on April 19, 
Dr. Kenneth Lewalski, Chairman 
of t'he History Department, stated 
his ,willingness to aid the Hydna 
financially, and several other 
faculty members have voiced 
similar leanings . 
With the aid of these indivi-
duals all but a certainty, Miss 
Barry has stated that the Hydra 
will appear sometime in May. She 
also said that Hydra will be made 
easily available to all who are 
interested in its procurement on 
the Rhode Island campus. 
Helicon Will Publish 
The resignation of the Helicon 
staff will not, however, prevent 
the Helicon from publishing as 
scheduled, according to Prof. 
Salesses. In an interview with the 
stated that he saw no reason why of youth, introducing legislation 
a new Helicon staff could not be to expand and improve the equal-
chosen and a mag,azine of the ity and extent of education, and 
highest quality result from its has been active in such federal 
efforts. prog11ams as Manpower Develop-
In Mr. Salesses' opinion, Miss ment and Training, Area Redeve-
Barry and her staff unintentional- lopment, Economic Opportunity, 
ly overlooked the quality of many and Economic Development. He 
of the works submitted to them, has also been involved in develop-
and that the new Helicon staff ing legislation for high-speed rail 
will therefore have a highly re- transportation and sea-.grant col-
spectable pool of works from. l:eges. 
which to choose. Reflecting upon The program for the Oap and 
his four year term as adviser to Gown convocation is to be opened 
the Helicon, he asserted that Hell- by ·the Coronation March, per-
con staffs historically have not formed by the Rhode Is1and Col-
been representative of the literary lege Wind Ensemble with John 
tastes of the Rhode Island College Pellegrino as Director. Following 
student body as a whole, and that the processional will be an invoca-
t'his imbalance leads · to each staff SEN. PELL Page 4 
choosing only those works which 
appeal to its less than cross-
secti,onal tastes. 
This development has been un-
avoidable, added Mr. Salesses, 
_since Helicon editors have com-
plete freedom in the choice of 
their staffs. 
The Hydra staff, on the other 
hand, asserts that without the 
works wit'hdrawn last week the 
quality of the Helicon will be 
marginal at best. 
Circulation Will Not Be Blocked 
The distribution of the Hydra 
on the Rhode Island College cam-
pus apparently will not be op-
posed by the college's administra-
tion. President Willard, while in 
no uncertain terms forbidding the 
inclusion of the controversal poem 
in the Helicon, has stated that 
the poem has every right to be 
discussed and read on campus. 
A portion of his official state-
ment on the Helicon issue said, 
"Copi:es _pf the poem have been 
available on campus for many 
HELICON Page 4 
[urning to BI C: 
April 26 - Lecture by Mr. 
Thomas Boswell on ''Major Ob-
stacles To Urban Renewal," 
4:00 p.m., Coffee House. Spon-
sored by the Aspects of Contem-
porary Civilization Course. 
April 27 - Chalktones Annual 
Spring Concert: Roberts Hall, 
1:00 .m. p 
:May 2 - Cap and Gown Convoca-
tion, Senator Claiborne Pell, 
speaker, 1:00 p.m. Walsh Gym-
nasium. 
May 3 - Community Orchestra 
Spring Concert, 8:15 p.m., Ro-
berts Auditorium. 
Film - "A Man Dies," 3 :00 and 
8:00 p.m. Amos Assembly Pre-
sented by the RIC Chaplaincy 
Program. 
- Also -
Exhibit - "Designs of Italy, Past 
and Present" Adams Librar,y 
May 11 - 13 - RIC Theatre 
Production "Servant of Two 
Masters.'' 
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EDITORIALS 
Is Patriotism an Excuse for Closed Minds? 
After witnessing certain performances 
at the recent Vietnam teach-in at Rhode 
Island College, we have begun to wonder 
about the meaning of the word patriotism. 
What is patriotism? Is it "my country -
right or wrong" and a ragged chorus of the 
national anthem sung off-key? Is it a gig-
gling group of girls standing on a wall and 
playing with matches? Or is it intimidating 
anyone who dares to speak up about some-
thing that his country is doing that goes 
against his conscience? Or is this a travesty 
of patriotism that passes for a "noble senti-
ment" among a large portion of the popu-
lation? We think so. 
Patriotism is not just a lump in your 
throat on the Fourth of July. It is not flags, 
and banners, and slogans, and Memorial 
Day speeches. And it is not an excuse to 
avoid thinking and making your own de-
cisions. Nor is it a "noble sentiment" - it 
is a duty, and it is not always an easy o~ 
pleasant one. 
A patriot is not ~ yes-man. He is the 
man who seeks to preserve his country by. 
seeing that it is not destroyed and does not 
destroy itself morally as well as physically. 
And to do this he must often say no. He 
must speak up where there is abuse, when 
he feels that a mistake is being made. He 
must criticize, not follow blindly to de-
struction, and in criticizing tries to act to 
the best interest of his country. And the 
patriot is often labelled "traitor" by the 
self-righteous, unthinking "patriot." 
Now for the "patriots," the ones who 
preserve the "American way of life" by de-
nying freedom of speech to someone they, 
happen to disagree with and practicing 
censorship-by-fire. Have they so little faith 
in the country they profess to support that 
they feel that mere criticism may shatter 
the entire structure? Or are th'ey merely so 
intellectually stagnant that they have no 
answer to give but brute force? Or are they 
just afraid that the critics may shatter 
their cocoons of mindless acceptance and 
dereliction from their duty to their coun-
try as patriots? 
Whatever the reasons, it would seem 
that it was this latter variety of "patriot" 
that was in evidence at last week's teach-
in, giving voice to such profound comments 
as "Chickenman!" and "How are you fixed 
for blades?" Is this ridiculous and im-
mature behavior patriotism? Again, we 
think not!! 
A P'oor Deal On Card-Playing 
According to the official laws of Rhode 
Island College, card-playing anywhere on 
our campus is illegal. Why this Victorian 
law is still in effect is beyond our meager 
comprehensfon. · -
Is it because card-playing is considered 
intrinsically evil by the powers that be? Do 
those powers feel that the mere presence 
of those fifty-two evil demons wiU lead to 
the total damnation of their possessor? We 
doubt it very highly. 
Is it because card-playing is downgrad-
ing and lowers the standards of our caf e-
teria and student lounge? Could this stu-
dent center which has seen the burial of 
goldfish and the frantic antics of a group 
of modern dancers possibly be degraded 
by a sedate game of cards? And for that 
matter, is there any reason why High-low-
jack or Bridge is of a lower standing than 
tiddlywinks, which is allowed on the school 
grounds? We doubt that the legalizing of 
card-playing would cheapen the Student 
Center. 
Is it because card-playing inevitably 
leads to the evil of gambling? Card-playing 
is an art which can be enjoyed of and for 
itself; it is not necessary to risk any money 
to enjoy the game. We will admit that 
their will be some gambling going on at 
the card games if card-playing is legalized, 
but if students want to gamble they can 
of cards on campus were made an offense 
punishable by decapitation. For example, 
there is nothing to prevent students from 
taking bets on how often a teacher will say 
"Ah" during a fifty minute period. We feel 
that the mere possibility of some gambling 
on campus should not prevent those stu-
dents who take pleasure in clean, whole-
some, "fun" card games from enjqying 
their sport on campus. ' 
National Survey of College Editors 
Shows Little Freedom- of The Press 
By Robert A. Gross "It seems clear from these data to the president for the supervision 
The Collegiate Press Service that editorial freedom exists in of the student newspaper and its 
Although the question of cen-. some places, but there is a com- editorial content. 
sorship arises at almost every mon pattern of administrative re- -The newspaper's budget is 
gathering of college newspaper view and control through the bud- controlled by student government 
editors, the extent of outside con- get, censorship before the fact, at 30 per cent of the schools, by 
trol over student publications and censoring or discipline after the publications board at 18 per 
across the country is difficult to the foct .The student editor seems cent, by the faculty adviser at 20 
estimate. Now, however, a survey to work closely with the admin- per cent, and by the dean, jour-
of 1,000 colleges and universities istration, and although the admin- nalism department head, or stu-
conducted in 1964 by the National istration does not often ex:ercise dent affairs committee chairman 
Association of Student Personnel its control through overt disci- at another 15 per cent. 
Administrators has been pub- plinary action this is probably -The newspaper generates 
lished which documents clearly the because, working closely with the very little of its own revenue 
impression most college editors editor, it does not need to do so. through circulation and advertis-
have: the student press, overall, The editor knows beforehand ing. At 85 per cent of the schools, 
has little freedom or independence. what is permitted. newspaper sales provided less than 
In Chapter 7 of THE Al\/IERI- Among the disturbing facts that 10 per cent of revenue; and at 
CAN STUDENT'S FREEDOM OF Williamson and Cowan reveal are only 15 per cent of the schools 
EXPRESSION: A RESEARCH the following: did advertising provide more than 
APPRAISAL, authors E. G. Wil- -At half the schools in the sur- half of the budget. At almost half 
liamson and John L. Cowan, stu~ vey, the student editor claims to of the collegl:!s, more than 50 per 
dent affairs officers at the Uni- be responsible to a faculty ad- cent of the budget was supplied 
versity of Minnesota commenb viser, who is in turn responsible by incidental fees. 
Letters to the Editor 
Dear Edi tor: 
As a former editor of the Heli-
con, I have been very interested 
in the "developments" of the 
He'licon controversy concerning 
the printing of a ·poem alleged 
to be "in poor taste." 
Since I have not read the poem 
myself but have only been in-
formed of its contents througlh-
hearsay, I cannot make a judg-
ment on its literary merit. How-
ever I do not consider the poem's 
liter~y merit the real problem. 
The real question at hand is 
whether an advisor "advises" 
(lends his experience and back-
ground to editorial decisions) or 
whether an adviser "dictates" 
(forces or demands that his de-
cision be followed). By definition, 
I see the role of adviser as the 
former. Unfortunately, too often 
an adviser dictates and what is 
presented as student opinion is 
not that at all. 
Consequently, the question 
arises: should the Helicon print 
only those works judged "accept~ 
a:ble" by the adviser; or, should 
the Helicon (or any student publi-" 
cation) print works judged accept-
able by the editorial ,board? The 
answer should be that a student 
publication, by its very name and 
function, should reflect the stu-
dent opinion and "taste" of its 
editorial board and the success or 
failure of that student publication 
should rest on tire competence or 
lack of competence of its student 
editors. 
A very damaging precedent has 
been set at R.I.C. by the refusah 
of the administration - and certain 
faculty members to allow the Hel-
icon to be printed with tlhe ~on-
troversial poem. The adviser's1 
personal objection to the poem 
could have been handled by a dis-
claimer stating his objections. As 
the situation stands now, no stu-
dents poetry will receive any pub-
lic scrutiny and neither has the 
cause of academic freedom been 
advanced. The entire situation 
leaves a very bad taste in one's 
mouth. 
Sincerely, 
Jean Bergantini Grillo 
Class of 1966 
Dear Editor: 
We would like the "great" Pig-
feeders to look back to their il-
lustrious records to the two games 
they played against "A" Table 
last spring. In the first game the 
Pigfeeders were ahead by nine 
runs; they managed to win the 
game by one run in extra innings. 
The second giilUe was quite dif-
ferent; "A" Table was victorious -
by at least five runs. We would, 
like to know how the "great" Pig-
feeders can boast of an "!unblem-




(Ed. Note: Examination of the 
official 1966 Pigfeeder record 
book· reveals that y.our memocy 
is foggy concerning both games. 
In the first, the Pigfeeders blew 
an eleven run lead (not nine), 
from 16-5 to 16-16. You are cor-
rect, however, in asserting that 
the Pigfeeders did win in extra 
innings. They found the 16-5 score 
extremely boring. 
The second ·game to which you 
refer was p~ayed by "A" Table, 
but their opponent was not at all 
so easily identifiable. Granted, 
two of the Pigfeeders were there, 
but the rest of the team was not. 
The pick-up game that ensued 
was, therefore, hardly among the 
most noteworthy confrontations in 
softball history.) 
Dear Editor: 
The editorial of April 19 was 
one of particular interest not only 
because of the senselessness of 
the thievery on -campus but also 
because of the absence of police 
when they are needed. How a 
battery and bucket seats ,can be 
stolen without the apprehension 
of the thief is unbelievable. I 
know of no other place in this 
state where constant vigilance is 
neglected. Even in the more 
capacious parking areas in down-
town Providence there is always 
an attendant on hand; and he 
doesn't have the responsibilities 
that are supposed to be entrusted 
to a police officer. This is not to 
say that a policeman should be 
constantly standing guard at each 
parking lot. However, if some of-
ficers were around on a patrol 
basis, then such thievery would be 
discouraged. 
If robberies from ,cars - -par-
tioolarly those mentioned in the 
editorial - occurred during the 
day, the oversight or neglect of 
the- officers is inexcusable. If they 
occurred at night, it would be un-
derstandable. This attitude may 
seem strange, but when one thinks 
of the situation where it takes two 
policemen to write out a ticket 
for such great transgressions as 
overtime parking, parking in the 
"wrong" space or parking near a 
building to run a quick errand, the 
position taken is not so strange. 
The dollar gained for the ticket 
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Religious Survey Results: 
More Age 
by Diane Sansoucy 
Less Church 
there are significant differences by 
sex or age of the student. 
Earl J. McGrath Played Major 
Role In Decision Not To Merge 
By JIM HA WORTH During the last few days before 
spring recess, the Chaplaincy Pro-
gram sponsored a survey of the 
religious beliefs of- Rhode Island 
College students. Mr. Jason Blank 
of the Institutional Research Of-
fice organized and conducted the 
survey. 
Questionaires were made avail-
able to students at various loca-
tions on the campus. In order to 
assure completely frank replies, 
students were asked to return the 
completed forms anonymously to 
the student mail box. One hundred 
and sixty replies were received. 
Sixty percent of all students an-
swering the survey attend religi-
ous ceremonies at least once a 
week. Twenty percent participate 
in such ceremonies occasionally; 15 
percent never do. Unfortunately, 
the remaining 5 percent could not 
ibe classified due to the vagueness 
of their answers. 
Dr. Kenneth V. Lundberg, Pres-
ident of the Rhode Island College 
Council, said last week that a 
written report submitted to the 
Board of Trustees of State Col-
leges by Earl J. McGrath, Direc-
tor of the Institute of Higher 
Education, played a major role in 
the Board's decision to maintain 
the independence of Rhode Island 
College and t'he University of 
Rhode Island. 
Although it is impossible to 
judge whether those who partici-
pated in the survey were repre-
sentative of the entire student 
body, it is still worthwhile to sta-
tistically analyze the replies. Cer-
tain questions seemed to yield sig-
nificant results and these are pre-
sented below. 
Participating .in the survey were 
about 90 girls and 60 boys. Sixty-
six percent of the girls attend-re-
ligious ceremonies at least weekly, 
but only 49% of the iboys attend 
as frequently. At the other end of 
the scale, the percentage of girls 
never attending (9%), was consid-
erably less than the percentage of 
boys (20%) who never attend re-
ligious ceremonies. Whether girls 
are generally more "religious" 
than boys is impossible to deter-
mine on the basis of this scanty in-
formation. 
Dr. McGrath, who was U.S. 
Co:mm.i-ssioner of Education dur-
ing the Eisenhower Administra-
tion, was hired by the Board of 
Trustees to examine U.R.I. Pres-. 
ident Dr. Francis H. Horn's pro-· 
posal that the two major institu-
tions of higher learning in Rhode 
Island be merged. After detailed 
interviews with key administrative 
personnel at both institutions and 
at Rhode Island Junior College, 
Dr. McGrath decided against Dr. 
Horn's proposal. 
Religious Attendance 
Attendance at religious cere-
monies is generally considered an 
important part of the practice of 
religion by organized religions. 
With this in mind, it is interesting 
to analyze the frequency of at-
tendance by students, and see if 
According to the results of the 
survey, age is very significantly 
related to the frequency of attend-
ance at religious ceremonies. With-
out exception the frequency of at-
tendance decreased with each ad-
ditional year of age. Seventy-six 
SURVEY Page 5 
In his report to the Board, dat-
ed iMarch 28, McGrath concluded 
that "some strong arguments can 
be made for a complete merger of 
the University of Rhode Island and 
Rhode Island College, but on bal-
Meet the Faculty: 
Army Interrupts College For Miss _Burrill 
By Lynnann Loveless 
Lighting, fencing, and traveling have a place 
in the kaleidoscopic world of Miss Billie Burrill, 
Associate Professor of Physical Education. 
Miss Burrill is interested in the technical as-
pects of theatre and particularly in lighting -
especially for dance because of her background 
in dance. She said there is more freedom in creat-
ing lighting for dance because there is more va-
riety and subtlety. One is not confined to the face 
and place problem of dramatic lighting in which 
one concentrates on the actor's face, for example, 
or in which one has to do a daylight scene be-
cause it is supposed to be daylight. Such restric-
tions do not occur in lighting for dance and Miss 
Burrill certainly has a background in such lighting. 
Besides having done the lighting for all the 
dance concerts at Rhode Island College, she was 
the lighting designer and technical director for the 
Ruth Currier Dance Company of New York. For 
the past seven summers she has been production 
manager and assistant lighting designer for the 
American Dance Festival. While production as-
sistant on the Broadway production of Oh Dad, 
Poor Dad she organized and trained the first fe-
male follow spot crew in New York City. A mem-
ber of the crew does what its title implies. She 
"follows" an actor on the stage by keeping the 
correct light on him. Miss Burrill was the light 
operator for Jo Van Fleet during seventy-five 
performances of the play. 
Five Years in the Army 
Lighting and the dance, however, are not Miss 
Burrill's only interests. She is also the fencing 
coach of Rhode Island College's fencing team and 
has seen the team win many awards during the 
past two years. She says there is a growing inter-
est in fencing on campus. Miss Burrill became in-
terested in fencing while an undergraduate at 
Boston University. 
Her undergraduate work, however, was inter-
rupted for five years while she was in the Army. 
She was assigned to the government information 
branch in New Guinea where she gained a "terrific 
insight into human nature" - censoring mail. She 
also did company work in the transportation corps 
of about four hundred people - as Commanding 
Officer. 
After her tour of duty was finished she re-
turned to Boston University for her bachelor's 
degree and went on to Smith College for her M.S. 
Before coming to R.I.C. she taught at Connecticut 
. College for Women. 
Miss Burrill also enjoys traveling. She has trav-
elled to Greece. She found the city of Athens to 
be contradictory, the ancient Acropolis surrounded 
by boulevards and apartment houses. Taking a 
cruise in the Aegean Sea, she visited several is-
lands including the island of Crete where she saw 
1lhe archaelogical digs of Knossos' palace, of a 
Minoan civilization dating back to 3,000-1,500 B.C. 
Yet they had plumbing and safety pins. As Miss 
Burrill said, we haven't advanced very much. 
Birth Place of Apollo 
She also visited several other islands, includ-
ing the island of Delos, the legendary birthplace 
of Apollo. One thing which surprised her was the 
way the guides made the tour of Delos sound so 
real. They implied that of course Apollo was born 
there. It was a fact that anyone would kriow. It 
had nothing to do with mythology. It was real. 
The reason that Miss Burrill said 'she used a guide 
in Greece was the language difficulty. As a rule 
she1 tries to avoid tours, but she neither s
poke nor 
read Greek. In restaurants she used the interesting 
point method, pointing to whatever she thought 
might be good and being delightfully surprised 
with octupus and other such delicacies. 
Miss Burrill does not only like to travel in for-
eign countries, she also likes to experiment with 
international foods. She enjoys cooking and her 
recipe for paella which includes fifteen ingredients 
such as chicken, shrimp, clams, mussels, and arti-
chokes sounds delicious. She also bakes her own 
bread, cracked wheat. She has indeed a wide vari-
ety of interests, goals, and plans. This summer 
she hopes to travel to Alaska on an inland water-
way trip. 
ance the preservation of their programs such as instruction in 
separate identity seems to me to Agriculture at the University of 
be defensible." Rhode Isliand, and t'hey should 
Dr. Lundberg, who was among continue to serve the people of the 
those interviewed by Dr. McGrath, State in distinctive ways in the 
said that Dr. McGrath's long ex- future." 
perience with prospective organ- Endorses Chancellor 
izational realignments of hig,her At the same time, however, Dr. 
education in other states, and his McGrath cautioned against "un-
long association wtth higher edu- coordinated" public higher educa-
cation in general ,made him one of tion in Rhode Island, and in this 
the most qualified educators that respect was also instrumential in 
could have been consulted concern- the establishment of a Chancellor 
ing a significant change in Rhode system similar to the one proposed 
Island. Indeed, the nationally prom- MERGE Page 5 
inent Institute of Higher Educa-
cation which McGrailh now heads Viewpoint 
was organized for the expressed 
purpose of examining problems 
such as the controversial URI-
RIC merger proposal. 
Cites Discovery 
Dr. McGrath was not, however, 
the only educator contacted by 
the Board to examine t'he issue. 
Publish That Poeml 
by Mike Chambers 
Universities should ibe recepti-
cles for ideas. No matter what 
Dr .Vernon Stoke, former Presi- thoughts a student may possess, 
dent of both Tulane University they should be made known. This 
and the University of New Hamp- past semester a rift has opened up 
shire, also was consulted, but his between the student body and the 
recommendations were generally administration. Indeed, it has split 
of a verbal nature. Dr. Lundberg the student body. This is nothing 
stated that Dr. Stolre concurred new, and it is utterly senseless. 
with Dr. McGrath's ,conclusions, The dispute over the now famous, 
and that to the best of his knowl- but unread poem of a member of 
edge the Board of Trustees did not the Helicon staff is just one of 
contact any other person or or- many focal points that the stu-
ganization in the formation of its dents use to show that they do 
final decision. have minds of their own. No one 
Dr. McGrath based his endorse- has lost sleep over the issue and 
ment of an independent University it is doubtful if the poem is wor-
and College on the value he saw thy of such consideration. How-
in the differing approaches and ever, the main question is whether 
functions which U.R.I., R.I.C., and or not students have freedom of 
the Junior College offer: "The in- e ression on cam us. 
terests of all who attend these If Rhode s and Co ege s e 
furee institutions, and of the citi- haven of injustice that many stu-
zens of Rhode Island at large will dents av.er, if it is headed by ty-
be best served if they each main- rants whose only concern is to sup-
tain a considerable degree of press thought, then something 
autonomy and differences of func- drastic must be done. There are 
tion .... " ' three alternatives open to the stu-
"Historically they have had dif- dent body. First, one which may 
ferent functions. Although today be distasteful to many, especially 
they properly have some functions to the literary genie, follow the 
in common such as offering under- precepts of the institution. Second, 
graduate decree programs in the the students can do whatever they 
liberal arts and sciences, they like whenever they like. Third, 
still have distinctive functions and VIEWPOINT Page 4 
<nt,,fi.co.d. 
STATE SOHOLARSIIlPS 
Upperclass renewal applications for State Scholarship holders 
are now available in the Financial Aid Office, Student Center, 
Room 208. 
John J. Wilson 
Financial Aid Officer 
CAPS AND GOWNS 
Senior Academic Caps and Gowns will be distributed by Wal-
dorf Clothing Co. as follows: 
When ................................ Wednesday, May 3 
Time ........................ 11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. 
Where ............................ Horace Mann Foyer 
Norma G. Weeks 
Manager, Bookstore 
OAP AND GOWN DAY CONVOCATION 
Cap and Gown Day Convocation will be held in Roberts Au-
ditorium on Friday, May 5, 1967, at 1 p.m. Faculty and seniors 
will march in academic procession. _Senator Claiborne Pell will 
present the address to the seniors and receive an honorary de-
gree from Rhode Island College. 
It is our expectation that all seniors will attend the convoca-
tion. All juniors are invited and urged to attend. Students in 
other classes may attend if seats are available. In view of the 
importance of this convocation to the seniors and the distinction 
of our speaker and degree recipient, I urge students and faculty 
to cooperate in assuring a large audience for the occasion. 
As announced previously, one o'clock classes scheduled for 
May 5 will be held at one o'clock on May 2. 
Charles B. Willard 
Acting President 
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Coine Volunteer For VISTA; 
Learn What Poverty Is Like 
PROMOTIONS 
ANNOUNCED 
VISTA Director Bill Crook this 
week announced that more than 
2,000 summer Associate Volun-
teers will be accepted by Volun-
teers In Service To America 
(VISTA) to serve ten weeks' in-
tensive field work in target 
poverty areas throughout the 
country. This is 4 times the num-
ber of Associates who served last 
summer. 
The deadline for all applications 
to VISTA's Summer Associates 
program is May 10. Application 
forms may be obtained by writing 
Tom Oliver, VISTA Associates, 
Washington, D. C. 20506. 
The major requirements for be-
coming a VISTA Associate is to 
be at least 18 years of age with 
a .real concern for those in need 
and a firm commitment to spend 
a few months in positive action 
on the problems of poverty. Asso-
ciates will receive a minimal living 
allowance and a stipend of $50 a 
month which they will service at 
the end of the summer. 
VISTA's Summer Volunteers will 
live and work with the poor in the 
slums of urban ghettoes, the hol-
lows and mining camps of Appala-
chia, the Indian Reservations of 
northern Wisconsin, the isolated 
villages of northern New Mexico, 
Job' Corps Centers, and OEO 
Legal Services Centers. 
New York City slums streets 
and storefronts will be headquar-
ters for a number of Associates 
who will concentrate on organized 
recreation, remedial education, 
block renovation and tenant or-
Mexican-American communities of 
Oakland and Los Angeles. Still 
another will work in community 
development in the predominantly 
Spanish speaking villages of North-
ern New Mexico. 
vices Centers in cities and rural 
communities, going out into the 
neighborhoods with information on 
consumer education, legal rights, 
government programs and setting 
up oo-ops and credit unions. 
Associates recruited from the 
The following faculty promo-
tions were announced iby Dr. 
Charles B. Wil1ard, Acting Presi-
dent of Rhode Island College, to 
become effective on July 1: 
To Assist.ant Professor 
University of Ruerto Rico will Miss Elizabeth A. Corrigan, 
serve in the field of Urban Com- Biology 
Miss Elisa F. Bonaventura, 
Special Education 
Dr. John Nazarian, Mathematics 
Mr. Chester E. Smolski, Geography 
Dr. He!'bert R. Winter, Political 
Science 
To Full Professor 
Associates will provide tutoring 
in academic subjects, workshops 
in creative expression, field trips 
and support community projects in 
low income communities of North 
Carolina. 
munity Development in Puerto 
Rico's four largest cities - Ponce, 
San Juan, Mayaguez and San 
German. 
Miss Doris W. Dashew, History Mr. Ronald B. Ballinger, History 
A selected corps of volunteers 
will be assigned to Job Corps Cen-
ters across the country after 
orientation at the three Job Corps 
training units in California, Okla-
homa and Virginia. These asso-
ciates will teach, lead organized 
recreation and physical education, 
and provide counsel on relation-
ships, guidance and leadership. 
Volunteer law students will work 
out of selected OEO Legal Ser-
Miss Adrienne R. Dowling, 
Biology 
A new migrant program will Mr. Richard A. Kenyon, Art 
utilize the services of a large 
group of Associates who will live Mrs. Muriel Lash, English 
and work during the summer with Miss M. Elizabeth Mines, Physical 
the numerous migrant groups in Education 
Idaho, Wyoming and Colorado. 
They will ibe concerned with re- Dr. Donald V. Sippel, History 
medial education, job training, day Mr. Arthur F. Smith, Mathematics 
care and community development Miss Ella Smith, Speech 
and will remain with the migrants 
until their return south in the fall. Mr. Panajotas Votoras, English 
To Associate Professor 
Variety of Topics Discussed ;M~d!!~i~a; B. Baird, Physical 
Dr. J. Howard Munzer, Elementary 
Education 
Miss Carmela E. Santoro, History 
Dr. Abraham A. Schwadron, M~c 
To Director of Publications 
Mr. James H. Bissland, III 
To Director of Student Union 
Mr. Pennell S. Eustis 
To Assist.ant Doon of Students 
Mr. Dixon McCool 
At Public Speaking Contest , Sen. P'ell The Mao Fad, (Continued from Page 1) 
On Thursday, April 27, the final a cash prize for the speaker ad-
round of the annual Rhode Island judged the best by the audience. Th N F' d 
College Public Speaking Contest The participants and their topics e OW a 
will take place in Mann Auditorium are as follows: 
at 7:30 p.m. The contest is open 1. John Cicero - 'A Thought To By David Smith 
to the public, and refreshments Live By" 
will be s-erved. Four cash prizes, 2. Gordon Hallidy "Everybody 
the first being $25.00, will be Has The Right To Be Wrong, 
awarded to the winners, in addi- At Least Once" 
tion to three trophies and certifi- 3. Mary Landers "Are You 
cates of merit. There will also be Responsible?" 
4. Normand Langevin - "China: 
tion by Reverend J. Richard Peck, 
Chaplain at Rhode Island College. 
A musical selection is next on the 
program. The Rhode Island College 
Chalktones, Directed iby Ritil 
Bicho, will play He's Got the 
Whole World in His Hands. Fol-
lowing the musical Dr. Willard 
will confer and honorary degree 
of law on Senator Pell. Dr. Willard 
f;'~=t~~-,~O ~ ~ks ~~g:t:~i! Viewpoint 
target areas. 
A Child Among Men" 
5. Denise LeBlanc - "Society De-
serves Deviants" 
The Collegiate Press Service 
Despite the ,fact that the United 
States and China are battling each 
other indirectly in a fierce and 
potentially catastrophic war in 
Asia, the western public still sees 
China as a silly, hopeless, back-
ward, impossibly unreal land on 
the other side of the globe. China 
seems so ridiculous that the true 
threat she poses is all but over-
looked. 
will then give the cap-and-gown 
investiture. After the investiture 
Senator Pell will give the annual 
cap-and-gown day address. The 
Alma Mater will then be sung by 
Rita Bicho. The final part of the 
program will be the recessional. 
March of the Prince of Wales by 
Joseph Haydn will be played by 
the Rhode Island College Wind 
Ensemble. 
Another large group of Asso-
ciates will serve in community 
development, education, sanitation 
and health projects in Massachu-
setts, concentrating on Boston and 
Lowell slums, western rural areas 
and southeast migrant camps. 
Appalachia is a vital target area 
in this summer program. A corps 
of Associates will work in Eastern 
Kentucky, West Virginia and 
Southwest. Virginia in ~programs 
centered on education, recreation 
and community development. Law 
and medi.cal students will be re-
cruited to work in small target 
areas on projects started last sum-
mer. 
Education, recreation, self-help 
housing and health will be focal 
programs on 21 Indian reserva-
tions in nothern Wisconsin, Minne-
sota and the Upper Peninsula. This 
project was initiated by four 
students at Wisconsin State Col-
lege at Superior who served as 
VISTA Associates in West Vir-
ginia last summer. 
Volunteers will be recruited for 
work with an ongoing employment 
program for older teenagers and 
with grassroots organizations in 
Chicago. Another Associate group 
will be assigned to community or-
ganizations, neighborhoods and 
Helicon 
(Continued from Page 1) 
weeks and it has been discussed 
freely in many faculty and student 
groups. That such a poem should 
be read and discussed on a college 
campus seems entirely proper to 
me; yet it does not follow that 
the poem should be permitted to 
appear in an approved College 
publication." 
(Continued from Page 3) 
some sort of give and take should 
exist between the student body 
and the administration, based on 
selflessness. 
When the Constitution of the 
United States was ratified in 1789, 
freedom of speech and freedom of 
the press were granted. However, 
since that time many court cases 
have dealt with restrictions on 
these freedoms. This does not 
mean that speech and the Press 
have been suppressed. It means 
that when such a blanket state-
ment as made in the Constitution 
is considered the other rights of 
people must also be considered. 
Slander and libel laws are two 
such restrictions put on speech 
and press. 
Bearing this in mind, if the Hel-
icon staff felt that they cannot go 
any further with the administra-
tion, and if they themselves can 
be honestly satisfied with their at-
tempts to get such a masterpiece 
of literature printed, the only 
thing left to do is to go ahead and 
print it. If the staff fears recrim-
ination in the form of disciplinary 
action, they do not deserve their 
moment of glory. Although we are 
granted certain freedoms, man 
must Prove himself worthy. The 
sentiments are nice on paper, but 
in actual practice these freedoms 
must be earned. Idealism is only 
practical when man can control his 
fate. Very few of us can. 
The Helicon should uphold the 
courage of their convictions, no 
matter what the price. In the final 
analysis the staff of the magazine 
must ask themselves, "How im-
portant is this poem?" When they 
find their answer, they will also 
find what course must be followed. 
6. Patrica Murphy - "What Ad-
vertizements Do Not Say" 
7. Peter Peloquin - "Alienation 
of the American Worker" 
8. Diane Sansoucy - "Are You 
Willing To Spend A Nickle?" 
The speaker to win first place 
in the contest will go on to another 
contest in New York City. Mr. 
Peter Peloquin was last year's 
winner. 
Bach, Tchaikovsky 
In Spring Concert 
The Rhode Island College and 
Community Orchestra will present 
its annual Spring concert on Wed-
nesday, May 3, in Roberts Hall 
Auditorium at RIC, at 8:15 p.m. 
The Orchestra is composed of 
members of the RIC music faculty, 
college students, local high school 
teachers, and even some high 
school students. 
Included in the program will 
be the Brandenburg Concerto ill, 
by J. S. Bach and variations on a 
Tchaikovsky theme by Arenski. 
The Orchestra will also perform, 
Haydan's Symphony No. 3 (The 
Drum Rool) and the Prelude and 
Fugue in D minor by Han!lel, as 
arranged by Kindler. 
If this is not true, how then 
account for the easy acceptance 
of the latest fashion from Carnaby 
Street, the Red Guard uniform? 
The London hippies wouldn't have 
dared to deck themselves on in 
Hitlerjugend khaki thirty years 
ago. 
Or can you imagine a smart 
alee of the 1930's standing up in 
class, whipping out his pocket edi-
tion of MEIN KAMPF, and smil-
ingly replying to the teacher with, 
"Der Fuehrer says . . . " The 
teacher would not have laughed. 
Fifteen years ago you certainly 
would not have been invited to a 
Manhattan cocktail party in honor 
of Comrade Stalin. 
Why is Mao's image so danger-
ously distorted in the Western 
mind? The blame rests with the 
popular press. The Cultural Revo~ 
lution spawned a carnival of ex-
citing front page news but there 
was little or no attempt to analyze 
and explain the Chinese turmoil to 
Western readers. To report 
nothing at all would have been 
preferable to making the Cultural 
Revolution look like the Mad Hat-
ter's tea party. 
If a foreign correspondent were 
;:;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;::::;;;:;;:;:;Ito report about Fort Lauderdale, 
ATTENTION JUNIORS 
Senior pictures will be taken 
this week untill May 2. No 
pictures will be taken next year 
for the 1968 yearbook. Drapes 
will be provided for the year-
book picture, but other pictures 
may be taken without drapes. 
Please sign up now Jn front 
of the Jalllls Office, Room 202, 
Student Center. 
pop art, Boy Scout jamborees and 
~ Dirksen without an attempted 
explanation, America might look 
every bit as silly and contemptible 
as China does to us. 
As it is, our misunderstanding. 
mockery of Mao adds yet another 
ironic twist to America's Asian 
involvement. 
* • .. 
(Mr. Smith is a contributor to 
THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN) 
In the past the entire senior 
class were capped at the convoca-
tion. However, in recent years the 
graduating classes have been too 
large to cap all the seniors. Cer-
tain members of the graduating 
class were selected to represent 
the senior class. Last year, how-
ever, there seemed to some con-
troversy as to why only members 
of the student government were 
selected as representatives. The 
method of selecting those to be 
capped is expected to be somewhat 
different this year. Dean Mierzwa 
recently held a meeting to deter-
mine who the representatives are 
to be. The outcome of the meeting 
has not yet been disclosed, how-
ever. 
JUNIOR WEEKEND 
FRIDAY • MAY 19 
FORMAL DINNER-DANCE 
Alpine Country Club 
$11 per couple 
SATURDAY. MAY 20 
MOVIE "HAWAII" 
Elmwood Theatre 
SUNDAY • MAY 21 
$2.75 per person 
BOAT RIDE 
$3 per couple - $2 per person 
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-Survey Dr. Schwadron Authors Letters Merp Week Strikes Again 
(Continued from Page 3) B k Q M • Ed . 
.,percent of students under 19 years 00 n USIC ucat1on 
of age attend at least once a week. 
Sixty-seven percent of students 19 
years of age participate at least 
once a week; 61 % of the 20 year 
old students do so; 58% of the 21 
year old students do; and only 
34% of those students at least 22 
years old who answered the sur-
vey do so. As would be expected, 
the percentage of students never 
attending increases with each ad-
ditional year. Not one of the 33 
students less than 19 years old said 
they never attended religious cer-
emonies. Five percent of the 19 
year old students never partici-
pate; 14% of the twenty year old 
group, 16% of the twenty-one year 
old group, and 34% of the over 21 
year old group never participate. 
Institutional Church 
A pioneering work in the philo-
sophy of music education has been 
prepared by Dr. Abraham A. 
Schwadron, of 2 Evergreen Pkwy., 
North Providence, chairman of the 
Department of Music at Rhode 
Island College. 
The book, "Aesthetics: Dimen-
sions For Music Education" is an 
analysis of problem areas in music 
education and intended a,s a source 
work for music educators. 
Commissioned and published by 
the Music Educators National 
Conference, the book grew out of 
a series of articles published in 
the Music Educators Journal the 
Instrumentalist and the Co~ecti-
cut Mus~c Teacher. 
A graduate of Rhode Island 
College, with a master's degree 
from the University of Connecticut 
and a doctorate from Boston. Uni-
versity, Dr. Schwadron is a com-
poser and clarinetist, and is the 
chairman of the Rhode Island 
Music Educators Committee, -which 
surveys programs and practices in 
schools. -
Students who hold active mem-
bership in an institutional church 
outnumber those who do not two 
to one. However, when asked 
whether they felt religion should 
be organized into an institutional 
church, students replied different-
ly. Only 36% answered affirma-
tively. Fully 50% of the' students 
believed that religion should not 
be so organized. Indecision on this does not; few were undecided. 
issue was the feeling of the re- While the average student may 
maining 14%. It would appear that question whether religion is impor-
while most students belong to in- tant from the Atlantic to the Pa-
stitutional churches only a minor- cific, or even from Roberts Hall 
ity regard the institution as the to Mann Auditorium, he has no 
ideal way of organizing religion. doubt that religion definitely af-
Influence of Religion fects him personally. An over-
Each individual was asked in whelming 70% of the students felt 
three parallel questions' if he felt that religion greatly affects them 
religion greatly influenced the as individuals. Only 20% felt 
United States, Rhode Island Col- otherwise with the remaining 10% 
lege, and himself. With regards to undecided. 
religion's national influence, 59% Religious Studies 
of the students felt that religion Replies to one particular ques-
did indeed greatly influence Amer- tion may effect an expansion of 
lean life today. With the exception the curriculum to include religious 
of 8% who were undecided, the studies. Sixty-seven percent of the 
remaining persons felt otherwise. students felt that accredited 
When they turned their atten- courses in religious studies should 
tion to religion and its effect on be offered here at Rhode Island 
Rhode Island College, students al- College. Perhaps many students 
tered their replies significantly. felt ~hat religion should play an 
Only 19% of the students felt that I important role at Rhode Island 
religion plays an important role on College even if they _felt it did not 
this campus. More than 75_% felt it presently do so. 
Part of the exhibit ciurently being shown at Adams Library in con-
,nection with the Italian Feistival. 
SAFE DRIVING PAYS OFF 
WITH BIG SAVINGS 
FOR YOU 
CALL 
DAVID P. MASI '60 
751-4894 
AUTO - FIRE - LIFE - -- - - -
(Continued from Page 2) 
comes at a great expense to the 
student who does have a battery 
stolen or must find such inexpen-
sive luxuries for his car as bucket 
seats, just because the police were 
somewhere else at the time. 
The dissatisfaction with parking 
regulations has ben brought up 
many times. Remedies fro the ills 
of the laws on parking have been 
submitted not only through the 
Anchor but directly to the ad-
ministration itself. Last year, new 
regulations were passed, but to 
this date have failed to solve the 
parking problem. Guest parking, 
restrict~d parking, and reserved 
parking areas are as much space 
consuming as they are ridiculous. 
Half the time, these areas are 
open but inaccessible because they• 
are hallowed ground, only befit-
ting the privileged few. However, 
those privileged few, though they 
are as healthy - if not healthier 
than some students - tie up good 
areas for 24 hours even if they1 
are on campus from 9 a.m. to 
4 p.m. 
Somehow I cannot help but feel 
sorry for the poor student of, 
years to come who will have to. 
park on Fruit Hill Avenue or 
Obediah Brown Field. His lot is, 
worse than ours. His property will·• 
be twice as open to thievery as 
ours. His need for parking facili-
ties close to his point of destina-
tion will be twice as dear. His ex-
cuses for violations will be twice 
as respected, presupposing there 
is such a thing as two times zero. 
He will be spoken to with twice 
as much understanding, presup-
posing there is such a thing as 
two times zero. 
Michael Chambers 
Class of 1967 
Dear Editor: 
I commend you on the April 19 
issue of the "Anchor." During my 
stay here at Rhode Island College 
The Solemn Funeral of a Goldfish. 
I have never seen an issue eight 
pages long. It seems your staff 
has done a fair job of reporting 
the news of the week to the stu-
dents. 
However, it seems sad that such 
a good issue had to -have a biased 
article in it. In your article en-
titled "Nine Professors Score Viet-
nam War; Existing Stand Sup-
ported by Students" a blow by 
blow description was given of the 
speeches that day. Under such 
headings as "Jacobs Suffers At 
Hands of Crowd" you failed to 
mention why she suffered. I heard 
her speech and the comments af-
terw1;1.rd but for those who hadn't 
it would seem you were condemn-
ing Mrs. Jacobs because of her be-
liefs. I don't think this was the 
intent of the paper, but if you 
wish to print the truth - print all 
of it. 
Sincerely, 
David M. Sanzaro 
Class of 1968 
Foul Weather Mars 
Initial Tennis Matches 
By Jim Wade 
Rain, wind, cold and a little bit 
of snow are the conditions which 
the R.I.C. golf team has endured 
in the four opening matclles of the 
1967 season. With the exception 
of April 20's victory over Gorham 
State, the weather has been a 
key factor in a so far mediocrP-
season for Coach William Baird's 
squad. 
The Anchormen opened them 
season with road losses to Bridge-
water (12-3) and Boston State 
(10-5), making it one of their 
most inauspicious starts in several 
seasons. They followed these two 
losses with a tie against Bryant 
and victories over Farmington 
(Me.) and Gorham. 
The most consistent golfef for 
the Anchormen has been George 
Treanor. Bobby Sutcliffe, who 
scored an impressive victory in 
Merge larly and frequently to discuss the the Gorham match, has only re-cently begun to play the brand 
whole enterprise of public higher 
(Continued from Page 3) education in Rhode Island to the of golf that he is capable of. Ed Shea and John Sanders, the num-
by Acting R.I.C. President Charles end that the emerging needs of 
B. Willard the State will be identified and bers one and two golfers respec-tively, have not yet come into 
The newly appointed Chancellor properly considered before action their own. Bruce Page is filling 
should not, recommended Dr. Mc- is taken on them in the institu- out the fifth spot. 
Grath, be placed above the Presi- tions and before they are placed Coach B.aird has entered the 
dents of the three institutions in before the Board of Trustees. Such team in a tournament to oe held 
terms of policy making power. a committee, presided over by a at Sun Valley Country Club in 
Rather, he advocated a frame- man of experience, impartial judg- nearby Rehoboth, Mass., on May 2. 
work in which the Ohancellor and ment, and a dedication to the pub- Other teams entered are New 
the three Presidents would com- lie welfare, could reduce to mini- Haven, Quinnipiac, Bridgewater, 
prise a committee whose purpose mum institutional and personal Bentley, Bryant and Southern 
it :,vould be to make recommend- conflict without destroying initia- Massachusetts Technological !n-
ations' as a unit to the Board. tive." Institute. 
Ideally, the Chancellor would Dr. McGrath's report also em- For those readers not familiar 
mediate whenever conflicts arise phasized the advisability of ap- with the scoring procedure used 
between the Presidents, and point pointing the Chancellor prior to the for a golf match, the following · 
out to them and to the Board the filling of the Presidential vacan- system is employed: Scoring is 
strengths and weaknesses of the cies at U.R.I. and R.I.C., since to based on a three point system 
respective arguments. involve the Chancellor in the se- with one point for the first nine 
In, identifying the role of the lection of the two presidents would holes, one point for the back nine, 
Chancellor Dr. McGrath's report in all probability serve to positive- and one point for the low overall 
interjected, "He should act as the ly effect the rapport between the stroke total. A half point is 
Chairman of a Committee com- three individuals. credited in the oase of a tie. 
prised of the Presidents of the Ir::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
varim.i.s institutioil:5 meeting regu-
ATTEND THE GAME 
Don't miss the first Pigfeeders 
softball game today at 4:30 in 
back of Clarke Science against 
the faculty team. In addition 
to the marvelous Pigfeeders 
lineup, spectators will be able 
to witness this year's version 
of the fa.med Pigfeeders cheer-
ing squad in action for the first 
time. It includes: "Blondie" 
Lyn c'h, ''Fearless" Barry, 
"Stick" O'Brien, "Kickin" 
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Fantozzi's 5 RBI's Highlight 
16-1 Triumph Over Gorham 
Behind the four hit pitching of 
left hander Art Pontarelli, the 
Rhode Island College Anchormen 
blasted out ten hits to beat Gor-
ham State College 16-1 in a game 
played here on Thursday, April 20. 
The victory, the Anchormen's fifth 
of the season, was Pontiarelli's 
second win as opposed to one loss. 
The Anchormen tallied first 
with four runs· in the second inn-
ing. The first of these came across 
the plate when John DeLuoa 
walked after the bases had· been 
loaded on an error, an infield hit, 
and a fielder's choice. Then Chip 
Fantozzi knocked in two more 
when he grourtaed out, and Pon-
tarelli also g,ot an rbi by doing 
likewise. 
Grinnell And Fields Sho,w Well 
In Fencing Meet At Brandeis 
In the New England Intercol- The three girls mentioned above, 
legiate Women's Fencing Oiam- however, were not the only ones 
pionship held at Brandeis Univer~ who made the trip to Brandeis. 
sity on April 16, Miss Judy Grin- Three others represented the col-
nell showed once ·again why she lege on the junior varsity level,/ 
is among the finest fencers ever and did so in splendid fashion. 
to have graced the Rhode Island Barbara Fields, June O'Reilly and 
College campus. Although the Elaine Bentley combined their 
three member R.I.C. team which talents to finish second only to 
voyaged to Brandeis did not place the University of Rhode Island 
high in the final standings, Miss. JV's. Miss Fields' efforts were 
Grinnell won four of her nine particularly noteworthy since one 
bouts with members of the Rad- of her victories was over Miss 
cliffe College, Boston College 11nd Carol Haas of Brandeis, the Begin-
Westbrook (Me.) Junior College ners' Class New England Indivi-
squads. dual Champion. 
The R.I.C. varsity team, whioh The second place finish for the 
included Marilyn Calner and Carol junior varsity at Brandeis last 
Prendergast in addition to Miss week was the climax of a fine 
Grinneil finished third in th~ four season for the team. Only the, In the fourth inning RIC col-
lected four more runs on a walk, 
a single by Fantozzi, a pair of 
errors and a sacrifice fly by Besa-
chio. 
Chip Fantozzi 
· team field. Westbrook was the U.R.I. team defeated them and 
eventual winner of the competiton, among the triumphs they achieved 
the with Boston College finishing was a 5-4 verdict over perenially 
second and Radcliffe last. strong Brandeis. more. Then Fantozzi scored 
final run of the game when second 
baseman Ron Raz~a singled. 
Judy Grinnell, Carol Prender-
gast and Ma.rilyn Calner 
Meanwhile, Pontarelli was show-
ing e:x.cellent control on the 
mound, and· until the fifth inning 
the young freshman was pitching 
a no hitter. Then in the fifth Gor-
ham's lead off batter, Tony Cocco, 
broke the ice with a little 'blooper 
to short right field. A walk follow-
ed and then Bill Welch, the Hus-
kies' second baswian, drove in 
<'--5rham's only run of the after-
noon with a line single to left 
field. 
Pontarelli gave up only two 
more hits, and both came in the 
sixth inning. Shortstop Bob Logan 
got an infield hit and catcher Ed 
Manganello hit a grounder to 
short right field. In picking up his 
second win, Pontarelli struck out 
eleven and walked five. 
In the sixth inning the anchor-
men really exploded. They had 
scored five runs on two errors, 
two walks, a single and ground 
rule doubles by Tuoroli and Swis-
tak before Gorham coach, Jim 
,Martin, sent pitoher Dave Bur-
roughs to the showers. Chip Fan-
tozzi, the first man to face reliever 
Bob Miller, lined one down the 
third base line to drive in two 
Besachio, Fuoroli, Roc'he, and 
Fantozzi each had two hits for the 
Anchormen cause. Fantozzi led in 
the runs batted in department 
with five. In the field Ron Razza 
had a fine defensive day at second 
base. On at least two occasions 
he . deprived Gorham batters of 
hits with some heads up fielding. 
The box scores: 
GORHAM 
ab r h bi 
Coughlin, rf 3 0 0 0 
Logan, ss 4 0 1 0 
Brenerman. cf 4 0 0 0 
Malnello, c 3 0 1 0 
Cocco. If 3 1 1 0 
Jiles. If 1 0 0 0 
Edwards. lb 2 0 0 0 
Cote, lb O O O 0 
Welch, 2b 2 0 1 1 
Lewia, 2b 2 0 0 0 
Forbes, 3b 2 0 0 0 
Norton, 3b O O O 0 
Burroughs, p 2 0 0 0 
Miller, p 1 0 0 0 
R.I.C. 
ab r h bi 
Razza, 2b 5 2 2 1 
~?c~o".0 ',]b l ~ ~ ~ 
M'zelli, rf 1 0 0 0 
Fuoroli, s., 3 1 2 1 
a C'pagne, ss O O O 0 
G'gone, lb-If 4 2 0 0 
DeP'ale, lb O O O 0 
~'$~lcf,b 3b g 5 ~ g 
Swistak, cf 3 3 1 2 
Short, cf 1 0 0 0 
Deluca, If 1 1 0 1 
M'hand, lb 1 1 0 0 
Fantozzi, c 4 2 2 5 
P'tarelli, p 5 2 0 I 
Total., 29 1 4 1 Totals 37 16 10 13 
a Ran for Fuoroli in 6th. 
GORHAM ................... -... 000 010 000- 1 
R.I.C ...... _____ 040 408 OOx-16 
E - Forbes 2, Magnanello, Cocco, Brener-
man. PO-A - R.I.C. 27-16, Gorham 24-9. 
LOB - Gorham 6, R.I.C. 10. 2BH -
Roche. Fuoroli, Swistak. SF - Besachio. 
SB - Fuoroli, Swistak. 
IP HRER BB SO 
Burrough, (L) 5-3 8 15 6 5 1 
Miller 2-2 2 1 0 2 2 
Pontarelli (W) 9 4 1 1 5 11 
WP - Burroughs. HBP - by Burroughs 
(Marchand), by Miller (Fuoroli). 
Ron Razza, shown here sprinting to first base, climaxed the eig'ht 
run Anchormen flurry in the sixth inning of the Gorham game with 
ll single. Chris Fantozzi. in center background, rowids third and 
scores on the hit. 
Lowest Price on Gas 
Vinnie Duva's Esso Station 
435 MOUNT PLEASANT AVENUE 
ESSO EXTRA 32. 9 
ESSO REGULAR 28. 9 
Fluke Hit Costs Anchormen Dea.rly 
A slowly hit ground ball by 
John Fitzgerald with two out and 
the bases loaded in the top of 
the sixth inning scored the tying 
and winning runs as the Williman-
tic State College baseball team 
salvaged a split of their doUJble-
header with the Rhode Island 
College Anchormen by winning 
the second game, 3-2. The g,ames 
were played in Providence on 
April 15, and the split left the 
Anchormen with a 4-3 record for 
the season. 
Fitzgerald's grounder, which 
went for an infield hit, capped a 
three run Willimantic burst in 1lhe 
sixth inning, and saddled R.I.C. 
starter Art Pontarelli :with his 
second loss in three decisions. The 
hit climaxed an inning in which a 
single and three walks had already 
reduced to 2-1 a two run R.I.C. 
margin gained by virtue of Ray 
Gorgon's triple in the first inning. 
The Anchormen won the first 
game, 2-1, behind the two hit pit-
ching of Ed Wnuk and a brace of 
The box scores : 
FIRST GAME 
WILLIMANTIC R.I.C. 
' ab r h bi ab r h bi 
Hale, 2b 3 0 0 0 Razza, 2b 3 0 0 0 
Poten, 2b 1 0 0 0 Besachio, rf 3 1 1 0 
O'Donnel, rf 4 0 0 0 Pontarelli, rf O O O 0 
J. F'gerald, c 3 0 0 0 Fuoroli, ss 2 1 1 0 
Rood, cf 3 0 0 0 Gorgone, cf 2 0 0 0 
M. F'gerald, ss 2 1 0 0 Roche, 3b 2 0 0 1 
Pietras: p 1 0 1 1 M'and, lb 2 0 0 0 
Bedell, If 3 0 I O Deluca, If 2 0 0 0 
Twomey, 3b 3 0 1 0 Fantozzi, c 2 0 0 0 
a Light O O O O W nu.k., p 2 0 0 0 
Larson, lb 3 0 0 0 
Totals 26 1 3· 1 Totals 20 2 2 1 
a Ran for Twomey in 7th 
WILLIMANTIC .................. 000 100 0- 1 
R.I.C. .. ............... _................... 000 200 x- 2 
t.-Fl%~~~/r:!'J {:;',:':,V•~-A01.'.:_ D,{;;w. 
mantic 18-12, R.I.C. 21-9, LOB - Williman-
tic 7, R.I.C. 1. 3-BH - Pietras. 
IP HRERBB SO 
Pietras (L) 6 2 2 0 1 5 





WILLIMANTIC .. R.I.C. 
abrhbj abrhbi 
Poten, 2b 3 0 1 1 Razza, 2b 4 0 1 0 
k.I~~er:td, C : g i 5 ~~~~iii, 3b .... ~ i g g 
M. F'gerald, ss 4 0 0 0 Gorgone, cf 3 0 2 2 
Pietras, 3b-lb 4 1 1 0 Deluca, If 3 0 0 0 
O'Donnell, rf 2 0 0 0 Besachio, rf 3 0 0 0 
a Leveille O 1 0 0 Fantozz.i, c 2 0 1 0 
Lescoe, rf 1 0 0 0 M'and, lb 3 0 1 0 
Bedell, If 3 0 0 0 c DeP'quale 1 0 1 0 
Larson, lb 1 0 0 0 d Marzelli O O O 0 
b Twomey, 3b O 1 0 0 Pontarelli, p 2 0 0 0 
Pender, p 2 0 0 1 C'pagne, p O O O 0 
c Wnuk 1 0 0 0 
Totals 26 3 5 3 Tot:al., V 2 6 2 
b ID: ~; r?..'r~o",:';;!16~, t~kedalkcd 
c Hit for Fantozzi in 7th, sing,led 
d Ran for DePasquale in 7th 
wlrir~cp~~~ ... i.~ .. ~.thoootru~ 0 ~ 3 
R.I.C. -----············ 200 000 0-2 
E - M. Fitzgerald. PO-A - Willimantic 
21-7, R.I.C. 21-9. LOB - Willimantic 10, 
R.I.C. 5. 2BH - Rood, Marchand. 3BH 
- Gorgone, S - J. Fitzgerald. 
i~~=eJ~b 
Champagne 
PB - Fantoozi 2. 
(Rood). 
IP HRERBB SO 
7 62116 
5-253366 
1-1 0 0 0 0 2 
HBP - by Pontarelli 
unearned runs in tile bottom of 
the fourth. 
Pontarelli stretched to sixteen 
the number of innings in which he 
had not allowed an earned run 
before wildness and Fitzgerald's 
fluke hit lead to his downfall in 
the sixth. The freshman lefthander 
surrendered only three hits through 
the first five innings and extricated 
himself nicely from Willimantic 
threats in the second and fourth, 
but his control betrayed him in 
the sixth. A single by Mitch 
Pietras preceded the issuing of 
walks to three of the next four 
hitters, and Fitzgerald followed 
with his game winning hit. 
The Willimantic rally overcame 
an early 2-0 R.I.C. lead in which 
Gorgone's first inning triple down 
the right field line rescued Butch 
Roche, who had rea.ched on an 
error, and Bob Fuoroli, who had 
walked .. From that point on Willi-
mantic's Ed Pender did not allow 
an Anchormen runner p~st second 
base. 
In the first game, Wnuk turned 
in an excellent performance as he 
bested Pietras in what was very 
definitely a pitching duel. Pietras 
yielded only two hits, one less 
than Wnuk, and with better field-
ing support would not have allowed 
the two runs that he did. 
The decisive R.I.C. rally came 
in the fourth when Sam Besaohio 
led off by reaching on an error by 
second baseman Roy Hale. Besa-
chio advanced to second on a wild 
pickoff throw by Pietras, and 
went to third when Fuoroli singled 
through the middle. Fuoroli took 
second on an unnecessary throw 
to the plate and both runners 
moved up, Besachio scoring, on a 
passed ball. Fuoroli then scamper-
ed home when 1lhird baseman 
Dick Twomey booted Roche's 
ground ball. 
Otherwise, the Anchormen did 
not advsance a runner past first 
base. 
But for one bad pitch, Wnuk 
silenced Willimantic bats through. 
out his seven inning stint. One of 
the three hits Wnuk permitted 
was a triple by Pietras which 
scored Mickey Fitzgerald, who 
had walked, in the fourth. Wnuk 
fanned nine and walked only three 
in gaining his second victory as 
against one loss. 
«:t<:O a a a a a:a:~:a:a:a:a:e::s~ a:a: a:a:a :a:a:a:a:o:~ 
BASEBALL STATISTICS 
(Through Games of April 21) 
ffiTI'ING 
G 
Beaschio ...................................... 8 
DePasquale ................................ 4 
Fuoroli .................. , ..................... 8 
Roche .......................................... 8 
Swistak ...................................... 6 
Fantozzi ...................................... 5 
Deluca .......................................... 8 · 
Razza .......................................... 8 
Marchand .................................... 8 
Gorgone ...................................... 8 
McGetrick ................................. ,1 
Catugno ...................................... 1 
Marzelli ...................................... 2 
Short ............................................ 1 
Champagne ................................ 4 
Wnuk .......................................... 5 
Pontarelli .................................... 6 





















cs CG IP R 
Champagne ............ 0 0 1½ 0 
Caffrey .................... 0 0 1 0 
Pontarelli ................ 3 1 25% 10 
Wnuk ...................... 3' 1 25% 17 
Gorgone .................. 1 1 13½ 7 
R H RBI AVG. 
6 11 4 .379 
0 1 0 .333 
7 8 5 .308 
6 8 1 .286 
8 6 5 .270 
2 4 7 .267 
2 5 5 .227 
6 7 3 .226 
1 3 1 .150 
3 3 4 .120 
0 0 0 .000 
0 0 0 .000 
0 0 0 .000 
0 0 0 .000 
0 0 0 .000 
0 0 0 .000 
2 0 1 .000 
43 56 36 .222 
ER Won Lost R.B.A. 
0 0 0 0.00 
0 0 0 0.00 
4 2 2 1.40 
6 2 1 2.10 
6 1 0 4.05 
.. 
